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QUESTION 1

When examining an operational (transactional) database, which of the following is considered agood indicator as to
which tables contain fact data? 

A. Tables with the fewest number of columns 

B. Tables with the greatest number of rows 

C. Tables with the greatest number of foreign keys 

D. Tables with the fewest number of foreign keys 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When considering the differences between Analysis, Reporting, and Querying, which of thefollowing is NOT a user who
needs Analysis? 

A. A user who takes answers from one question as a starting point for other questions 

B. A user who needs to understand multiple factors influencing performance 

C. A user who needs to identify and understand trends from multiple perspectives 

D. A user who views detailed data, which is optionally totaled and subtotaled 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following issues is Iterative Development specifically designed to address? 

A. The very act of developing a system or solution will change the business requirements. 

B. Users understand their business processes but they don\\'t usually understand applicationdevelopment. 

C. No developed solution will satisfy all users equally. 

D. Users often feel that IT does not understand the business. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A user makes the following request:"I need to see actual sales compared with projected sales,and margin range for
branches within each division, by product line, sales rep by sales manager,and cost center over time." 
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Which of the following is a dimension identified by the request? 

A. Cost 

B. Margin Range 

C. Actual / Projected 

D. Sales Range 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A user makes the following request:"I need to see the number of flights throughout the year thatarrived or departed
more than 15 minutes early or late by origin and destination airport, by carrier,and by time of day. I want to see if the
number of flights delayed is greater for large carriers orsmall carriers."Based on this request, the following metrics have
been identified: Flight count, andminutes early or late. Large carriers operate signifigantly more flights than small
carriers. 

Which of the following additional metrics or calculations would provide the MOST value to the user? 

A. Average number of flights 15 minutes early or late 

B. Percentage of flights 15 minutes early or late 

C. Average minutes early or late 

D. Origin/Departure airport count 

Correct Answer: B 
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